Host WubbieAGM says:
<<<<<Resume Elara Mission>>>>>

CTO_Mitchell says:
::At the tactical station on the Bridge::

OPS_Fey says:
::On the Bridge at Operations::

FCOVanSickle says:
::At helm, directing the ship to the OP::

Admiral_Yod says:
::on the Bridge of the Elara, dispatching her aide to take care her clothes so they aren't crumpled after the battle::

CEO_Ross says:
::In main engineering readying damage repair teams...and trying to get shields back up to top efficiency::

CSO_Hall says:
::At Science Station I::

XO_David says:
::Sitting in the center chair on the Bridge:: FCO: ETA to the Outpost?

SO_Kij says:
::In her quarters getting ready for her next duty shift::

Host WubbieAGM says:
::CO is walking to TL, passing SCI 1 when it explodes due to damage suffered in the recent fight.  He is blown off his feet and severely injured::

FCOVanSickle says:
XO: ETA 5 minutes, Commander.

CEO_Ross says:
Ensign Felcher: Reroute emergency power through the secondary power couplings on deck 14.  We can bypass several damaged sub-processors. 

CEO_Ross says:
<Ensign Felcher> CEO: Aye, Sir.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Watches the Captain and screams::

FCOVanSickle says:
CO: CAPTAIN!

XO_David says:
::Runs to the CO:: CO: Can you hear me?

CTO_Mitchell says:
<Bailey> ::Exits TL on the Bridge just in time to see the Captain get knocked unconscious.  Runs over to help him::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Switches helm to autopilot::

SO_Kij says:
::Walks out of her quarters and down the hall to the TL::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Would have rushed to his side, but decides not to stand in the way of the crew as they should know what to do::

XO_David says:
*Sickbay* Harison to Sickbay, medical emergency main Bridge.

Host WubbieAGM says:
::CO lies there like a lump of dead meat::

CEO_Ross says:
*Engineering to Bridge*: I should have minimum shields back online in five minutes.

SO_Kij says:
::Arrives on the Bridge and looks down at the CO on the floor:: ALL: What the...?

XO_David says:
::Checks the CO's pulse:: CO: Captain can your hear me?

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Grabs a Med kit from the locker and runs over to the Captain::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Rushes over to the Captain::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Thinks: What a pity.  Such a nice man, this Varel::

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Opens Med kit and extracts medical tricorder and begins taking readings on the Captain::

SO_Kij says:
::Kneels down beside the Captain:: ALL: What happened?

CTO_Mitchell says:
ALL: Stand back!

Host WubbieAGM says:
ACTION: A loud hissing noise suddenly becomes audible in Main Engineering.

CEO_Ross says:
::At the master control console inputting commands.  Starts hearing a warning signal::

XO_David says:
*CEO* Report!

Admiral_Yod says:
::While they are all busy with the Captain, she takes her chance to take a closer look at the consoles:: Self: So interesting.

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Takes tricorder readings of the Captain:: Hmmm.....He has a concussion and some burns, but he will be okay.

Host WubbieAGM says:
COMPUTER: WARNING, primary coolant leak, Main Engineering, Section 4.

CEO_Ross says:
::Begins coughing::

SO_Kij says:
::Walks over to look at the remains of SCI 1::

FCOVanSickle says:
XO: Permission to go to ME?

Admiral_Yod says:
::Takes down some notes on her PADD, Yip will be happy when she sees this::

CEO_Ross says:
Ensign Felcher: Can we bypass this leak?

CEO_Ross says:
 <Ensign Felcher> CEO: No, Sir.

CEO_Ross says:
Ensign Felcher: Very well.  Begin evacuation sequence Deck 33.

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Administers a hypospray to the Captain to relieve the pain and waits for the Med Team to arrive::

XO_David says:
::Listens:: *CEO* Report!

CEO_Ross says:
*XO* Coolant leak in Main Engineering, Sir.  I am evacuating the deck.

XO_David says:
FCO: Hold your ground.  I don't want any more crew down there than necessary.

FCOVanSickle says:
XO: Aye Sir.

XO_David says:
*CEO* Status of the core?

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Med team arrives on the Bridge and takes the Captain to Sickbay::

CEO_Ross says:
::Motions for his fellow engineers to run out as he clutches a cloth to his mouth::

Host WubbieAGM says:
COMPUTER: WARNING, warp core temperature approaching critical, warp core breach in 3 minutes.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Takes a few more steps to another console and makes sure no detail escapes her shrewd eyes. This will be of advantage to her people, if they ever end their civil war::

XO_David says:
OPS: Prepare to eject the core!

FCOVanSickle says:
::Notices Yod looking at consoles::

SO_Kij says:
::Looks at the inside of the console::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Ears perk up at the words "warp core breach"::

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Notices that the Admiral is looking at the consoles::

CEO_Ross says:
::Thinks: Oh great!  Ross runs over to the warp core console and tries to contain the breaches in the field temperature::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Stands up and walks over to the Admiral::

OPS_Fey says:
::Makes the necessary remote preparations::

XO_David says:
*CEO* Ross, clear engineering!  Get off that deck!

CSO_Hall says:
::Walks to SCI 2::

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: May I help you, Admiral?

Host WubbieAGM says:
COMPUTER:  WARNING! Warp core breach in 2 minutes.

CEO_Ross says:
::Coughing:: XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Stumbles out of main engineering::

SO_Kij says:
::Pulls at some of the wires and junk inside the console::

CEO_Ross says:
*XO* Sir, we are going to have to eject the warp core.

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Walks over to the XO: XO: Excuse me, Sir.  I believe the Admiral is a bit too curious.  She is looking at all of our consoles and making notes on her PADD.

XO_David says:
::Goes to the engineering console and begins trying to stop the coolant leak::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Hopes they get rid of the thing or all the information in her head and PADD will be useless::

CEO_Ross says:
::Arrives on the Bridge, coughing::

XO_David says:
CTO: Have Bailey deal with her.  We’ve got a serious problem on our hands.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: Admiral?

CEO_Ross says:
::Runs over to the Engineering console::

Admiral_Yod says:
FCO: You were saying?

Host WubbieAGM says:
ACTION: XO manages to isolate and stop the leak, but core temp is still climbing.

XO_David says:
OPS: Open a channel to the Swiftsure.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: I'm sorry, ma'am but I'm wondering if you would like some assistance.

CEO_Ross says:
::Preparing to eject warp core, Sir.  Hold on, let me try something.

CTO_Mitchell says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  Bailey:  ::motions for Bailey to her position:: Keep an eye on the Admiral.  If she acquires too much information, confiscate her PADD.

Admiral_Yod says:
FCO: Yes, I'd actually like to live. The computer warnings are none too friendly.

OPS_Fey says:
::Opens a channel to the Swiftsure:: COMM: Swiftsure this is the Elara."

CEO_Ross says:
::Ross flushes the coolant systems and reroutes several induction units to the warp core::

CTO_Mitchell says:
<Bailey> CTO: Aye, Sir.  ::Approaches the Admiral who is speaking to the FCO::

Host WubbieAGM says:
<Swiftsure> COMM ELARA: Swiftsure here, Elara.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: Admiral, our engineering crew is making sure the ship will be secure from the warp core breach.

SO_Kij says:
::Mutters some words under her breath a scans the console with a tricorder::

CSO_Hall says:
XO:  Sir, OP 725 took a direct hit to Operations.  I am reading scattered, low-level life signs.

CEO_Ross says:
XO: Hopefully that will be enough to cool off the warp core.

XO_David says:
COMM: Swiftsure: Our core is going to breech.  Get yourselves to a safe distance.  I may have to eject the core.

Host WubbieAGM says:
ACTION: CEO manages to halt core temp rise, but temp still dangerously high.

Admiral_Yod says:
FCO: And I'm sure you have nothing better to do but talk to me.  No need to take the ship away from the core when it is ejected, right?

Host WubbieAGM says:
<Swiftsure> COMM Elara: Understood.  ::All the Defiant Class Ships stand off from the Elara::

XO_David says:
CEO: If it goes any higher eject the core.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: However, ma'am, we are concerned about where you're wandering on this Bridge.

CEO_Ross says:
XO: Sir, permission to take the warp core offline.  It’s at a dangerous high level.

XO_David says:
CEO: Do it.

CTO_Mitchell says:
<Bailey> ::whispers to the FCO:: Sir, perhaps we should confiscate her PADD?

FCOVanSickle says:
::sees Bailey approach::

Admiral_Yod says:
FCO: I was invited here. You mean I am not welcome anymore?

FCOVanSickle says:
Bailey:  ::whispers:: Wait, Ensign.

CEO_Ross says:
XO: ::Takes the warp systems offline and begins a diagnostic routine on them:: I can have warp engines back online shortly, Sir.

CTO_Mitchell says:
<Bailey> ::Nods to the FCO and stands there watching the Admiral::

SO_Kij says:
::Swears and kicks the station with her foot:: Self: Junk!

Host WubbieAGM says:
COMPUTER: WARNING! M/AM injector failure due to high temperature.  Magnetic containment assembly failure.  Performing auto core shutdown.

CSO_Hall says:
::Steps over to FCO and Yod:: FCO: Sir. ::Nods:: Yod: Ma'am would you like me to return you to your quarters?  It would be an honor to escort you there.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: Ma'am, we just don't want to have another "situation" on our hands.

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Turns to look over to the FCO, Bailey & Hall talking to the Admiral::

SO_Kij says:
Self: Bloody console. ::Punches some buttons:: Why do these consoles always blow up?

CEO_Ross says:
::Seals the warp core system off from other primary systems:: XO: Sir, permission to begin flushing deck 33 life support systems?

Admiral_Yod says:
::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: I guess I'll accept your invitation, since my presence here apparently breaks all of your concentration  ::waves a hand around, meaning clearly FCO, CTO, TO::

XO_David says:
ALL: Well, if we can avoid having that occur again.

XO_David says:
CEO: Permission granted.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: And, ma'am, we'll need to take that PADD.

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the Admiral's response::

CSO_Hall says:
Yod: This way ma'am.  ::Escorts her to turbo lift::

Host WubbieAGM says:
ACTION: SO Kij receives a heavy electrical shock from the damaged console and is thrown back, stunned but conscious.

CEO_Ross says:
::Turns around and is shocked by watching Kij fall down::

SO_Kij says:
::Shakes her head and stands up swearing again::

XO_David says:
::Looks at Kij as she is thrown:: Self: Not again.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Punches a button to send the information to Yip in her quarters and erase everything from the PADD:: FCO: You would have to ask the XO to take it.

SO_Kij says:
::Glares at the console::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Follows CSO to the turbolift::

CEO_Ross says:
*LT. Cmdr Rachmaninoff to emergency containment teams* Meet me on deck 33.  We can begin to seal coolant ruptures there.

XO_David says:
SO: Are you all right?

CTO_Mitchell says:
::Turns back around and sees Kalri get blasted from the damaged console:: Kalri: Are you okay, Lt?

CEO_Ross says:
<Emergency Containment Team> CEO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Hall says:
Yod:  What deck are your quarters on, Admiral?

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: With the Captain unconscious, I am the XO.

Admiral_Yod says:
CSO: I have no idea, but maybe you can ask the computer?  I've been escorted everywhere since I arrived.

SO_Kij says:
CTO/XO: I'll be fine.

CTO_Mitchell says:
SO: Very well.

FCOVanSickle says:
Yod: And make sure the information you sent to wherever is on that PADD.

CEO_Ross says:
::Exits turbolift onto deck 33 again.  Walking over with the team to the coolant injectors.  To Self: We have to get this warp core back online.  We are still in danger of attack.

OPS_Fey says:
::Watches as she continues to monitor communications::

CSO_Hall says:
Yod:  Common hospitality ma'am.  Computer: Computer, what deck are Admiral Yod’s quarters on?

SO_Kij says:
::Walks toward the console again and sticks her head in and fiddles with some wires until the console lights up::

Admiral_Yod says:
::The turbolift doors close on the FCO's nose:: CSO: I think your acting XO is pretty rude. You don't teach diplomacy in your Academy?

CEO_Ross says:
::Computer completes the diagnostic on reading numerous fusing of warp core components::

CEO_Ross says:
SELF: Oh great!  Just what we need, a melted warp core! 

XO_David says:
FCO: Resume course to the Outpost.

CEO_Ross says:
::Sees the engineering damage control team arrive and begins giving orders to them::

CSO_Hall says:
Yod: It comes with experience.  Not only that but the Elara is severely damaged and everyone is rushing to save the ship.

SO_Kij says:
::Grins to herself, steps towards the console and runs through a quick scan just to make sure it's working::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Nods at the CSO.  He actually seems to be more versed in the subject than the FCO:: CSO: Please give the PADD to him, with my compliments, when you go back to the Bridge.

XO_David says:
::Sits in the center chair and opens a channel to the Swiftsure:: COMM: Swiftsure, this is the Elara, were all right for now.

CEO_Ross says:
*XO/FCO* We may have a problem that near warp core breach melted numerous components in the warp core.  We are going to have to rebuild it.  It will take a good day or so.

CSO_Hall says:
Yod: Yes, ma'am.  My pleasure.  ::Takes PADD::

Admiral_Yod says:
CSO: And please tell him, as friendly advice that he had not right to ask for it, since I was allowed to take it to the Bridge in the first place. He'll find nothing in it, but he wanted it so much… ::smiles charmingly::

SO_Kij says:
::Only working at low level but at least that's a start::

XO_David says:
*CEO* Fun.  Get working on it.

FCOVanSickle says:
::Returns to the helm::

Host WubbieAGM says:
<Swiftsure> COMM Elara: Acknowledged.  Do you require assistance?

CSO_Hall says:
::Looks at Yod and raises an eyebrow:: Yes, ma'am.

XO_David says:
COMM Swiftsure: Our core is damaged and we don't have warp capability.  Any engineering crew or spare parts you have would be greatly appreciated.

Admiral_Yod says:
::The turbolift doors open to reveal Yod's quarter's deck::

SO_Kij says:
XO: SCI 1 is back up, Sir.  Working on low power only but... Several damaged isolinear chips.... ::her voice trails off and looks at the console muttering to herself::

CEO_Ross says:
*XO/FCO* Make that 32 hours, Sir and we have already begun work on it.  We should have full impulse for you in a hour, Sir.  If we keep this ship from being attacked that is.

CSO_Hall says:
::Escorts Yod out of the turbolift and down the corridor to her quarters::

Host WubbieAGM says:
COMM Elara: We are dispatching an engineering team.  Please have your CEO relay his parts requests.

XO_David says:
SO: Understood.  Be careful.

XO_David says:
*CEO* Some of the Swiftsure's engineering crew are coming over.  Put them to good use.  And they need a list of needed parts for the core as well.

SO_Kij says:
::Nods eyes still fixed on the console::

XO_David says:
COMM Swiftsure: Thank you.  Elara, out.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Looks at Hall:: CSO: Would you like something to drink? I am sure you must be tired after all that has happened.

CEO_Ross says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.

OPS_Fey says:
::Continues to attempt contact with OP 725::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Monitors crawl to Outpost::

CEO_Ross says:
::Begins having engineering teams replace parts or disconnect warp components::

XO_David says:
CTO: What’s our shield and weapons status?

CSO_Hall says:
::Thinks:: Yod: No ma'am.  I have to return to the Bridge and help continue with repairs but I will take a rain check on that drink, Admiral.

CEO_Ross says:
Ensign Felcher: Have someone vent main engineering a bit more.  These fumes are not fun to work around.

CEO_Ross says:
<Ensign Felcher> CEO: Aye, Sir.

SO_Kij says:
::Replicates new isolinear chips and walks back to SCI1::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Pouts a bit, then she smiles:: CSO: All right then.  Thanks for your company and please don't forget my message to your FCO.

Admiral_Yod says:
::The doors to the VIP quarters open and Yod enters::

FCOVanSickle says:
XO: We're 100 km to the Outpost.

OPS_Fey says:
XO: We continue to get no response from the Outpost.

CTO_Mitchell says:
XO: Shields and weapons are offline due to power shortage.

CEO_Ross says:
::Walks over to the core temperature monitor and sees the reading at nearly 700 kelvin::

XO_David says:
OPS: Do we have transporters?

SO_Kij says:
::Pulls out the old chips and installs the new ones::

Admiral_Yod says:
::She turns and raises her hand to dismiss Hall just before the doors close::

CEO_Ross says:
::Initiates start-up sequence on auxiliary reactors due to low power::

CSO_Hall says:
::Nods to Yod and smiles:: My pleasure, Admiral Yod and I will deliver the message to FCO VanSickle.  ::When her quarter doors are closed, Hall makes a dash to the turbolift.  Enters turbolift::  Bridge.

CEO_Ross says:
*CTO* I should have some weapons and shields back online for you soon.

CTO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  The sooner, the better.  I don't like being defenseless.

SO_Kij says:
::Runs through some diagnostics::

OPS_Fey says:
XO: I'm checking. Yes, but only at short range and for small groups.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Sees Yip already getting her a glass of water:: Yip: These people are sure lacking something. I trust you got my message from the Bridge?

CEO_Ross says:
::Ss busy repairing the impulse engines:: FCO: Half impulse available now, Sir.

XO_David says:
Self: More fun for us.  FCO: Move us in as close as possible.

FCOVanSickle says:
CEO: Thanks, Ross.  XO: Moving in, Commander.

FCOVanSickle says:
::Increases to half impulse::

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ADM: Yes I did. I suppose they did not take nicely our taking notes, Sir? ::Hands the Admiral the glass::

Admiral_Yod says:
Yip: Thank you.  ::Takes the glass and empties the contents:: They are weird, although I suppose I can see their reasons.

CEO_Ross says:
::Watches as engineering teams are busy working on the warp core::

CSO_Hall says:
::Steps out of turbolift onto the Bridge:: XO: Sir, I scanned OP725 before I left.  Operations took a direct hit.  I read scattered, low-level life signs.

XO_David says:
::Heads for the turbolift:: FCO: Have a med and tactical team meet me in TR 1. You have the Bridge.  CSO: You’re with me.

SO_Kij says:
::Mutters as the diagnostic results are displayed::

Admiral_Yod says:
Yip: They just should have said “no” in the first place and we would have relied on our eyes and memories, but yet they let us take PADDS and then somebody wanted to confiscate it from me.

FCOVanSickle says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Hall says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Heads to turbolift with the XO::

CEO_Ross says:
::Replaces burned out IDN control chips::

CSO_Hall says:
::Enters the turbolift and then quickly jumps out:: FCO:  Yod wished me to give you this PADD. ::Hands the PADD to the FCO::  She had a message for you.  I will tell you later.  ::Jumps back into the turbolift again with XO::

XO_David says:
::Enters turbolift looking at the CSO:: Transporter room 1.

FCOVanSickle says:
*Sickbay* Doctor, have a med team in transporter room 1 to meet the XO.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Dismisses the thought with a wave of her hand and gracefully sits on a couch, her eyes lost in the stars the window allows her to see::

FCOVanSickle says:
CTO: Send Lewis' team to transporter room 1.

SO_Kij says:
::Mumbles to herself: pass, pass, pass, failed….::

CTO_Mitchell says:
   FCO: Aye, Sir.  ::taps com badge::  Valar to Lewis.  Have Gamma squad report to Transporter room 1 on the double.  Suit up and prepare to transport to the Outpost.

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ADM: Maybe we should not take PADDs with us anymore, Sir? We'd like to prevent a diplomatic incident from happening.

CTO_Mitchell says:
  <Lewis> CTO: Aye, Sir.  

FCOVanSickle says:
CSO: ::Takes the PADD from the CSO::  I know she won't have the information on it.

CEO_Ross says:
::Auxiliary reactors are online and holding:: *XO/FCO*: Full power available to all secondary and non-WPS systems, Sir.

Admiral_Yod says:
::humph:: Yip: You'd think they'd want to avoid one as well but we were very close on the Bridge. ::Still disgusted at the scene with the FCO, her eyes sparkle with anger::

XO_David says:
::Exits the turbolift and heads for Transporter room 1::

SO_Kij says:
::Waves her hands in disgust and moves to SCI 2::

CSO_Hall says:
::Follows the XO to transporter room 1::

XO_David says:
::Enters transporter room 1 and begins putting on an environmental suit::

CEO_Ross says:
::Starts replacing the warp components.  Pulls out the dilithium crystal articulation frame and inspects the damage::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Wonders what he can do to make up to the Admiral for his conversation::

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ::Nods thoughtfully:: ADM: Anyway, we have a goal.

SO_Kij says:
::Tries to scan the Outpost with sensors, makes a disgusted noise::

CSO_Hall says:
::Behind XO, walks over to his environmental suit and puts it on:: XO:  Sir, we must get the life support systems operational again.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Turns to her aide and acknowledges:: Yip: Of course. Peace for our people is our main priority.

FCOVanSickle says:
::Decides to make an apology to the Admiral::

XO_David says:
Tactical and Med Teams: Be ready for anything.  Our priority is the Outpost crew.  Anything else is secondary.  Make sure your suits are at full power.  ::grabs a phaser and tricorder::

CEO_Ross says:
*CTO* ::Finishes his auxiliary re-routing:: Valar, you should have shields and weapons back but they wont last long.

CSO_Hall says:
::Makes sure that he has all equipment::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Writes a quick apology message on a PADD then sends it to Admiral Yod's quarters::

CTO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  Thank you.  ::Brings shields and weapons online::

CEO_Ross says:
*CTO* Welcome, as always, Valar.

XO_David says:
Transporter Operator: Beam us to the Outpost Operations.  Energize.

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ADM: You have a message, Admiral.

SO_Kij says:
FCO: Sensors appear to be damaged, Sir. I can't be sure how accurate the data we are getting is.

Host WubbieAGM says:
ACTION: Away Team materializes in the Outpost Operations.

Admiral_Yod says:
Yip: Oh? From whom? ::Leans over to the console::

CEO_Ross says:
::Notes engineering teams are replacing the coolant injectors’ now::

XO_David says:
::Whips out his tricorder and begins scanning for life signs::

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ADM: Lt.Cmdr. VanSickle. ::Notices the lifted eyebrow on the Admiral's face and smiles inwardly::

Host WubbieAGM says:
The room is heavily damaged and filled with smoke.  A forcefield is patching a large hole in the bulkhead but is flickering.

CEO_Ross says:
::Begins to repair the sensors himself::

Admiral_Yod says:
YIP: Don't tell me, he wants to confiscate my shoes now?  ::Rolls her eyes::

FCOVanSickle says:
FEY: Try to keep a lock on the Away Team at all times.

OPS_Fey says:
::Routes for a transporter lock on the away team::

XO_David says:
CSO: See what you can do about the forcefield.

SO_Kij says:
::Moves over to SCI 1 to continue the repairs::

CEO_Ross says:
::Notes SRS is all that is available now.  He runs a quick diagnostic on LRS array and then begins his work::

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> ADM: Actually, it is an apology. Rushed, but carefully worded.

CSO_Hall says:
XO:  Aye Sir. ::Walks over to console on bulkhead to see if he can deactivate the forcefield::

Admiral_Yod says:
YIP: I guess we still might make a diplomat of that man. ::grins::

XO_David says:
::Heads for the two life signs on the left:: Med and Tac: Split up!  Two-thirds with me, the rest get the one to the right.

SO_Kij says:
::Tries to find the problem that caused the console to blow up::

CEO_Ross says:
*CTO* Valar, could you do a sensor echo test for me?  I am trying to get the LRS back online? 

CSO_Hall says:
XO: Sir, I believe this force field is what is holding the Outpost together.  So for now, I am going to leave it active.

Admiral_Yod says:
Yip: Send a message back.  Blah, blah, blah... apology accepted.  You write it.  You're better than I am. Make it sound very official, Yip.

CTO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.  Beginning sensor echo test now.  ::taps the console activating the test::

XO_David says:
CSO: See if you can strengthen it.

CEO_Ross says:
*CTO* Getting any readings on your console?

CTO_Mitchell says:
*CEO* Sporadic readings, unstable.

XO_David says:
::Sees Commodore Alen on the floor, dead::

CSO_Hall says:
XO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Kneels to console again and tries to boost forcefield::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Leans back on her couch and closes her eyes for a moment, and tries to visualize the future.  They have been sidetracked with the incidents that have happened and so much needs to be done yet::

CEO_Ross says:
::Continues work on sensors and supervises warp core reassembly::

XO_David says:
::Runs to the two people who are still alive::

FCOVanSickle says:
*XO* Elara to Harison, how are things over there?

XO_David says:
TEAMS: Over here!

XO_David says:
*FCO* Commodore Alen is dead.  We’ve found three survivors.

CSO_Hall says:
XO:  I have strengthened the forcefield, Sir. ::Helps XO with the two people::

FCOVanSickle says:
*XO* Alen's dead?

XO_David says:
*FCO* Yes.  We're beaming back with the survivors.

FCOVanSickle says:
*XO* Aye, Sir.

CSO_Hall says:
::Picks up one of the people and holds him::

FCOVanSickle says:
Valar: You have the Bridge.  I'm going to see the Admiral.

CSO_Hall says:
XO:  Ready, Sir.

SO_Kij says:
::Replaces the console’s bent panel and begins to run some more tests::

CTO_Mitchell says:
FCO: Aye, Sir.

XO_David says:
::Picks up the other person:: *FCO* Beam us directly to Sickbay.

FCOVanSickle says:
::Enters the turbolift and asks for the Admiral's deck::

OPS_Fey says:
::Steadies the transporter lock::

CEO_Ross says:
Ensign Felcher: No, No, No!  Disconnect first the outlining power conduits and then proceed to the assertion juncture!  ::Ross shakes his head::

CTO_Mitchell says:
OPS: Beam the away team directly to Sickbay.

FCOVanSickle says:
::Exits turbolift and walks to the Admiral's quarters::

OPS_Fey says:
::Away team is beamed directly to Sickbay::

Admiral_Yod says:
::Gets more comfortable while hearing Yip going about her chores in their quarters.  Her eyes still closed::

FCOVanSickle says:
::Rings door chime:: Admiral: It's Lt. Cmdr. VanSickle.  Something's happened.

XO_David says:
::Sighs and heads for Admiral Yod's quarters::

Admiral_Yod says:
<Yip> FCO: Come in.

CSO_Hall says:
::Lays survivor on a bio-bed in Sickbay and stays to see if he can help::

FCOVanSickle says:
Yip: Thank you. Yod: Bad news, ma'am.  Commodore Alen is dead.

Admiral_Yod says:
::Opens her eyes and sits straight:: FCO: What?

Host WubbieAGM says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

